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ROUND 3 INTERVIEW  
September 18, 2021      
 
PHIL MICKELSON  ( -10) 
 
 
Q.  You gave the fans a thrill today with the 5 under, the five birdies in a row on the 
back nine. What are your takeaways from the day? 
 
PHIL MICKELSON:  Yeah, it was a good way to finish. I hit some good shots, I had a lot of 
chances early on and made a couple of putts that I haven't been making throughout the 
week, or poor strokes. And then the back nine I made a lot. After I missed that short one on 
12, I started to roll them in and had a nice finish. Then Max, playing as well as he did 
shooting 6 under on the back, made my round feel not as great, but it was still fun. 
 
Q.  You bogeyed 12, then you go out and you birdied 13 through 17. What was the 
conversation you had with yourself and your group between 12 and 13? 
 
PHIL MICKELSON:  I just felt like I had been putting really well all week and I just needed to 
settle down and let one go in, not force it. I needed to get a couple of fairways hit because 
so much easier from the fairways getting to these pins. I just rolled a couple in, so it was 
nice. 
 
Q.  As soon as you came off after scoring, you went to the putting green and you 
rolled some putts. What were you working through there and what are you hoping to 
take from that into tomorrow? 
 
PHIL MICKELSON:  So I just got on the tutor for a minute. I felt like I blocked a couple putts. 
I blocked two short ones, the one on 12, the one on 7, and I just wanted to work on that. So I 
feel like I was a little long in the stroke and kind of came up and out of it. If I keep it short and 
up, I can release into the finish and get the ball rolling online. 
 
Q.  This golf course was so hard yesterday with the conditions, you got 69 out of it, 67 
today. How would you compare and contrast the two rounds? 
 
PHIL MICKELSON:  Well, I finished up well birdieing five in a row there on the back. Had a 
nice stretch with the putter. I had a chance the first eight holes to get the round going and I 
let a few opportunities slide, but I came back with a good solid round. I'm in a position where 
a good round tomorrow will do some good, and it's fun to have a little later tee time and to 
feel some of the nerves and so forth. I know I'm going to have to shoot probably 7, 8, 9 
under par to have a chance, but either way it's fun having that chance. 
 
Q.  And given that, setup has a lot to do with if that's possible or not. How do you 
adjust to this golf course when you see what those hole locations are like and what 
the conditions will give you? 
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PHIL MICKELSON:  So it won't matter for me, I have to shoot that number because the 
leaders are going to be up there. It just makes the pars -- the pars aren't going to be any 
harder, the birdies are going to be more difficult. So I'll have to be a little bit more precise, I'll 
have to hit a few more fairways. I'll probably hit a few more 2-woods. I was hitting a lot of 
drivers because the pins were in spots you could get to even if you missed the fairway out of 
the rough. So I'll have to hit a few more fairways tomorrow, but I actually feel like I'm hitting it 
well enough to do that. 
 
Q.  What made you go hit some putts after the round? 
 
PHIL MICKELSON:  I just had a couple that I started left. I blocked a short one on 12, a 
short one on 7 and I just wanted to get it through the gate on that Tutor and feel what I was 
wanting to feel, which is kind of like a release into the finish. So ended up getting that feeling 
back. 
 
Q.  Given how you've been putting, do you feel like you're going to stick with this 
putting? 
 
PHIL MICKELSON:  For a while, yeah, because it's how I putted as a kid. Like I always had 
a lot of forward press and all it's doing now is getting in the same position as a kid, but it's 
getting to that same position every time. I'm not overpressing, I'm not underpressing, so my 
launch characteristics when I get on the Quintic system is very consistent and that's what I'm 
looking for. 
 
Q.  Do you play tomorrow and then fly to Wisconsin from here? 
 
PHIL MICKELSON:  No, I'll go home, pick up Amy, grab some clothes Sunday night. We'll 
leave Monday morning. 
 
Q.  What did you do about the 2-wood? 
 
PHIL MICKELSON:  I brought a couple extra heads. It's the fifth one that it's happened so 
it's not a big deal, I brought another head. I actually hit it pretty good when I hit it, but 
tomorrow I'll have to hit it more often. 
  


